
modular

the p2 modular, mobile, multi-media system is a continuation and evolution of the P2 cycle, a project that I've been working on with my partner Nathan 
Ober, since May of last year.  Please visit www.p2cycles.com, for a full description of this original project.  

This next step in the P2 project, takes all of the lessons learned in part one, but extends it both mechanically & electronically and in it's ability to become 
a tool for it's creative community.  One of the major lessons learned from the first P2 cycle, is that one person can only create a limited amount of energy 
(around 100 watts).  We also learned that the original bike, as unique as it is, has a very complex and custom system that is not easily re-created.  With both 
of these lessons learned, We've moved on to the next logical step with a modular, multi-bike system that can be repeated (by us and all you DIY folks) and 
still transported easily.  With 5 bike generators joined together, we can create between 500 and 700 watts of electricity.  This would be enough for a 
multitude of multi-media events supporting projected video, audio, lighting and beyond.

This multi-bike system will also allow the rider to use their own bike that they're already comfortable with, versus the custom tricycle that we used with 
the original P2.  The final reason for this new system is weight and portability.  All five bike stands will collapse and fit into a custom bike cart.  This cart 
will also be used as the central power bank, collecting all of the energy created from each of the 5 bikes.  The cart itself will be constructed from 
Bamboo harvested locally.  Plans for the bamboo cart system have been donated to my project from: http://www.carryfreedom.com/bamboo.html.  The p2 
modular system will also be available to the public via DIY pdf documents that can be downloaded from p2cycles.com, allowing the creative community to 
continue and improve the project.  I'd love to see all of the tech folks out there, creating their own modular power systems, thus releasing themselves 
from the confines of the grid.

In the past the bike has been used to power video graffiti outings, bike powered movie nights (highlighting renewable energy and bike awareness), multi-media 
performance events, with video, audio and movement artists, and just about anything else the imagination can come up with.

The ultimate goal of the P2 modular system is to create a mobile power system that's capable of powering my personal work and my communities multi-media 
events. The original p2 started as a way to deliver mobile media to the masses without having to rely on the grid, but has evolved into a hybrid system of 
human powered technology. With the ever-growing demands of technology to become mobile, comes an even bigger dependence on antiquated forms of power 
supply.  Taking two steps backward and three forward, we've opened our eyes to the potential that we all carry within our bodies. By pedaling away from 
the grid, we bring a new sense of responsibility and independence to our creativity.

Not to mention, Pedal power adds mobility to our technological framework without releasing any nasty by-products, except maybe our own sweat. From 
multi-media projection to audio blasting to anything the modern mind can imagine, pedal power gives us the ability to roll forward.

Project Summary: 

Gene Felice & Nathan Ober 
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main power hub: battery, capacitor, 
charge controller, power Inverter, 
wiring junction & audio amp

Main power lines: all power 
lines are secured with "break away" 
connectors, in case of a snag

STORAGE SPACE: extra space to 
transport 5 folded up generator 
stands

CART COVER: lifts to expose 
electronics.  Closes for 
aerodynamic transport

modular

Modular bike systems: 5 
individual bike geberator stands 
wired into one, central power 
storage system.

BAMBOO CART DESIGN: using 
proven techniques, this cart will 
be 90% composed of bamboo, 
reducing both waste & weight
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trackstand generator: an 
electric scooter motor is used 
to generate electricity.  Any 
bike can be quickly set-up on 
the stands allowing the rider 
to use their own bike that 
they're comfortable with.

modular

main wire 
junction

boostcap 
capacitor

DC audio amplifier

AC/DC inverter
Charge 
controller

deep cycle 
battery

amp / volt meters 
for individual power 
monitoring 

GROUP amp / volt 
meteR: for group 
monitoring of the total 
amount of electricity 
being generated

+ -
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modular

P2 "5 bike modular system" : Budget

Track Stands: (X5) $160 each                                         
http://www.amazon.com/Travel-Trac-Century-Fluid-Trainer/dp/B0011VTL7U

Front Wheels Locks: (X5) $20 each                              
http://www.amazon.com/CycleOps-Climbing-Riser-Block/dp/B000QFMSS6/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=sporting-goods&qid=1208803731&sr=1-1

Motors / Generators: (X5) $30 (possibly cheaper on ebay)                                
http://www.monsterscooterparts.com/24v30mowisp.html

58 Farad Boost Cap Capacitor: $200 
http://www.prestostore.com/catalog.php/tecategroup.com/dt9243/pd34290

Batteries: Optima Yellow Top Deep Cycle Battery (X2) - $180 each 
http://www.optimabatteries.com/optima_products/yellowtop.php

Battery Charge Controller: $200
http://www.4lots.com/index.asp?PageAction=VIEWPROD&ProdID=457

1000 watt Power Inverter for Video, multimedia, etc: $200 
http://www.4lots.com/index.asp?PageAction=VIEWPROD&ProdID=478&HS=1

500 watt DC Amp for Audio: $100 
http://www.crutchfield.com/App/Product/Item/Main.aspx?g=120&i=023PCA1350&tp=115

Watts Up "individual" (amp / volts meters): (X5) $60 
http://www.powerwerx.com/product.asp?ProdID=3809

Main Digital "group" (amp / volts meter): $150                         
http://www.laurels.com/juniorseries.htm

6 / 8 Gauge Wire & Connectors: $200

12 / 10 Gauge Wire & Connectors: $200

Miscellaneous Electronics (diodes, connectors, shunts, heat sinks, etc.):  $250

Hardware (nuts & bolts): $150

Cart Mag Wheels / Bearings: $50 on ebay

Cart Hardware: $50

PVC / Bamboo Supplies (as outlined on http://carryfreedom.com/bamboo.html): $100

Shipping for online purchases:  $250

Miscellaneous: $300

TOTAL:   $4,110
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modular

P2 "5 bike modular system" Timeline:

(Starting from the time project funds are received.)

Month one:

 -order and purchase equipment and materials. 
 -Begin construction of Bike Cart. 
 -Start work on a single, bike system for testing.

Month two:

 -Finish testing and start construction of the other 4 bikes. 
 -Finish construction of Bike Cart. 
 -Start central, power system.  (main power grid for 5 separate bikes)

Month three:

 -Finish construction of the other 4 bikes
 -Finish central, power system.  (main power grid for 5 separate bikes)
 -Start testing of the "5 bike system", linked to the main power grid

Month four:

 -Start a "test ride" series, taking the cart system out on the road, setting up at a remote site and setting up some basic, multi-media events.
 -After a few test rides, I'd like to plan a performance event, premiering the new "modular system".
 -work with the local media arts community to Plan a full month of events, powered completely by the P2 modular, mobile power system.
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